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Welcome to Starry Hollow, where spells were made to be broken.Short on both cash and time, Ember Rose does her
best as a single mom in New Jersey, serving up attitude along with repossession notices. When a repo job goes
sideways, she and her daughter find themselves in imminent danger--until a visit from estranged relatives turns their
world upside down. Ember, Marley, and their Yorkie are transported to Starry Hollow, a paranormal town where witches
rule and magic is as normal as pizza. Where Ember goes, though, trouble seems to follow. When a member of the coven
turns up dead and the sexy werewolf sheriff identifies Ember as a suspect, she decides to take matters into her own
hands like only a Jersey girl can.Magic & Murder is the first book in the Starry Hollow Witches series.For more
information, please visit Annabel Chase on Facebook.Other books by Annabel Chase include the Spellbound paranormal
cozy mystery series.
“[A] lighthearted mystery . . . Kids who like mystery and fantasy and fans of television’s Sabrina, about a teenage witch,
will like this” (Booklist). Nola’s not much of a witch—she can work only a few useless spells, like the one that lets her spy
on people. But there’s no spell for keeping her crazy mother—who hears voices and is a magnet for witch-hunters—out of
trouble. The two flee from town to town until the day Nola witnesses a murder. Which is bad enough, but worse is that the
murderer may frame Nola and her mother for the crime. And then no amount of magic will save her. And you think your
teenage years are tough . . . “Dialogue is fast and funny, the characters evincing a certain human desperation that
makes them (the good guys, anyway) unfailingly sympathetic. Introduce Rowling fans to Vande Velde, and watch them
make magic.” —The Bulletin of the Center for Children’s Books “Vande Velde has produced a winner in this fantasy
mystery . . . [Fans] will not be disappointed in this funny and charming story, which will attract mystery and romance
lovers as well.” —VOYA “Vande Velde’s offering throws murder, witchcraft, and romance into the brew . . . The welldeveloped characters provide entertaining reading.” —School Library Journal “Fun and suspense for readers . . .
Entertaining.” —Publishers Weekly “The story moves from a witch’s tale of many spells, to a murder mystery, and finally,
a love story . . . Amusing, light reading.” —Kliatt “An entertaining fantasy for any reader.” —SF Site
Modern witchcraft blends with ancient Celtic mythology in an epic clash of witches and gods, perfect for fans of V.E.
Schwab's Shades of Magic trilogy and the Chilling Adventures of Sabrina. Seventeen-year-old Dayna Walsh is struggling
to cope with her somatic OCD; the aftermath of being outed as bisexual in her conservative Irish town; and the return of
her long-absent mother, who barely seems like a parent. But all that really matters to her is ascending and finally, finally
becoming a full witch-plans that are complicated when another coven, rumored to have a sordid history with black magic,
arrives in town with premonitions of death. Dayna immediately finds herself at odds with the bewitchingly frustrating
Meiner King, the granddaughter of their coven leader. And then a witch turns up murdered at a local sacred site, along
with the blood symbol of the Butcher of Manchester-an infamous serial killer whose trail has long gone cold. The killer's
motives are enmeshed in a complex web of witches and gods, and Dayna and Meiner soon find themselves at the center
of it all. If they don't stop the Butcher, one of them will be next.
Sister witches Margaret and Clara Balefire are starting to wonder if they should have opened a detective agency instead
of an antique shop. For the second time since moving to the sleepy coastal village of Harmony, Clara and Mag Balefire
find themselves involved in a murder investigation—only this time, catching the killer means clearing the Balefire name. As
if trying to catch a murderer isn’t enough, the mischievous elderly leader of the local coven seems intent on exposing
magic to the entire town. However, things aren’t always as they seem when it comes to ancient magic and those
powerful enough to wield it. If you like magic, murder, and spunky old witches, then join the Balefire sisters as they stalk
the local country club and build a love nest for perilous pixies in order to clear their good name. Murder on the Backswing
is the second book in theElder Witch paranormal cozy mystery series. This is a full-length, humorous paranormal cozy
mystery novel.
Holly Boldt has a secretWell, technically, she has lots of them. After a scandal uproots her entire life, she is forced to
relocate to a halfway house for displaced paranormals. It's her last shot for a fresh start. But keeping secrets isn't easy in
a town that goes through gossip faster than tissue paper, even for a powerful witch.When a grisly murder rocks the small
town of Beechwood Harbor, Holly finds herself unwillingly entangled in the investigation. With everyone watching, Holly
must solve the case before she's forced to abandon her new-found home. But with a paranormal investigator tailing her
every move, a civil war brewing between her vampire and shifter roommates, and her ghostly landlord on the edge of a
breakdown, she can barely think in complete sentences. How is she supposed to track down a murderer?Holly has to
make it work, or risk losing everything ... again.***Murder's a Witch is the first book in the Beechwood Harbor Magic
Mysteries series. A series of spunky paranormal cozy mysteries that are perfect for fans of Amanda M. Lee, Kristen
Painter, and Angie Fox.Come join the fun in Beechwood Harbor, the little town where witches, shifters, ghosts, and
vamps all live, work, play-and mostly-get along!
Welcome to Deepwood, Oregon, a cozy town of witches, magic, and now, murder… Veri Leveau lived a long, magical life
before settling in the friendly town of Deepwood. Now she spends her days helping women find their inner goddesses,
indulging in the most divine donuts on the planet, and practicing the Craft with her witch sisters. Everything seems
downright perfect until her mind is invaded with visions of murder. A supernatural serial killer is hunting witches, and
she’s next. Magic, Moonlight, and Murder is the third book in the paranormal cozy mystery series, Deepwood Witches
Mysteries.
A little heartache. A lot of sass. When starting over leads to murder, can a jilted witch catch a Cotswold killer?Felicity
Knight wishes she'd never got engaged. Hightailing it out of London to the English countryside after being dumped, the
heartbroken woman is doubly flustered when she finds a wounded white cat and takes it to a handsome veterinarian. But
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her confusing feelings for the cute animal doc come to a dead halt when she stumbles on the friendly village tearoom
owner stabbed to death.Driven to solve the senseless killing, Felicity is shocked when a ley-line triggers her magic, and
her new four-legged companion starts talking to her. But between learning the witchy secrets of her bloodline and
struggling to control her newfound abilities, she despairs of ever finding the elusive culprit. Can Felicity tap into her
fledgling magic before the clues go up in a puff of smoke? A Not So Purrfect Murder is the first book in the Cotswold
Familiar Cozy Mystery series.If you like loyal heroines, cheeky chatty felines, and a town packed with paranormal
characters, then you'll love D. Watts's lighthearted tale. Buy A Not So Purrfect Murder to see a killer feel the long arm of
the paw today! Authors Note: This book follows British English spelling and usage.
A New York Times Bestseller Deluxe edition with special embellishments on first printing only! “Spectacular, singular,
and spellbinding.” —Casey McQuiston, New York Times bestselling author of Red, White & Royal Blue The Last Magician
meets The Lady’s Guide to Petticoats and Piracy in this thrilling and atmospheric historical fantasy following a young
woman who discovers she has magical powers and is thrust into a battle between witches and wizards. In 1911 New
York City, seventeen-year-old Frances Hallowell spends her days as a seamstress, mourning the mysterious death of her
brother months prior. Everything changes when she’s attacked and a man ends up dead at her feet—her scissors in his
neck, and she can’t explain how they got there. Before she can be condemned as a murderess, two cape-wearing
nurses arrive to inform her she is deathly ill and ordered to report to Haxahaven Sanitarium. But Frances finds
Haxahaven isn’t a sanitarium at all: it’s a school for witches. Within Haxahaven’s glittering walls, Frances finds the
sisterhood she craves, but the headmistress warns Frances that magic is dangerous. Frances has no interest in the
small, safe magic of her school, and is instead enchanted by Finn, a boy with magic himself who appears in her dreams
and tells her he can teach her all she’s been craving to learn, lessons that may bring her closer to discovering what truly
happened to her brother. Frances’s newfound power attracts the attention of the leader of an ancient order who yearns
for magical control of Manhattan. And who will stop at nothing to have Frances by his side. Frances must ultimately
choose what matters more, justice for her murdered brother and her growing feelings for Finn, or the safety of her city
and fellow witches. What price would she pay for power, and what if the truth is more terrible than she ever imagined?
Social anthropology is, in the classic definition, dedicated to the study of distant civilizations in their traditional and
contemporary forms. But there is a larger aspiration: the comparative study of all human societies in the light of those
challengingly unfamiliar beliefs and customs that expose our own ethnocentric limitations and put us in our place within
the wider gamut of the world's civilizations. Thematically guided by social setting and cultural expression of identity,
Social and Cultural Anthropology in Perspective is a dynamic and highly acclaimed introduction to the field of social
anthropology, which also examines its links with cultural anthropology. A challenging new introduction critically surveys
the latest trends, pointing to weaknesses as well as strengths.Presented in a clear, lively, and entertaining fashion, this
volume offers a comprehensive and up-to-date guide to social anthropology for use by teachers and students. Skillfully
weaving together theory and ethnographic data, author Ioan M. Lewis advocates an eclectic approach to anthropology.
He combines the strengths of British structural-functionalism with the leading ideas of Marx, Freud, and Levi-Strauss
while utilizing the methods of historians, political scientists, and psychologists. One of Lewis' particular concerns is to
reveal how insights from ""traditional"" cultures illuminate what we take for granted in contemporary industrial and postindustrial society. He also shows how, in the pluralist world in which we live, those who study ""other"" cultures ultimately
learn about themselves. Social anthropology is thus shown to be as relevant today as it has been in the past.
Welcome to Oxford, where knowledge and magic live eternally ever after When Natalie Payne accepts the Head of
Ceremonies role at the University of Oxford, her first assignment is planning the spectacular autumn gala at St Margaret
College. However, her plans are dashed when she finds their famed chef dead in the kitchen. If that discovery isn't
enough, the cat following her around is actually a four-hundred-year-old wyvern. He's got news for her: Nat's a prefect,
with the magic of Oxford running in her veins. Nat's got to solve the murder, find a new chef for the gala and get to the
bottom of why Oxford's magic is acting up. With the help of her wyvern, a band of Eternals and the savviest assistant
who ever existed, Nat is sure to be a success. But can she do it before St Margaret loses its connection to the magic of
Oxford?
Sophie and Katy should be the worst of enemies - witches and witch hunters just aren't supposed to be friends! So
they've got to try and keep their special powers a secret from their friends and family if they want their BFF-dom to last.
But when Sophie's grandmother goes missing in mysterious circumstances, the girls are willing to try anything to find her.
Even if it means risking revealing themselves. Can they keep their magic undercover and get back to Turlingham
Academy in one piece?
Snitching witches get stitches… Zoe Clarke is going back to school. After learning she’s telepathic and risking her life to
solve a paranormal murder, she’s been invited to the prestigious Veilside Academy of Magic to sharpen her newfound
powers. But not all the students are spellbound by Zoe, and it isn’t long before she realizes the Academy is brimming
with exceptional witches and warlocks—who are as cutthroat as they are talented. So when Zoe’s new favorite vampire
professor is found in a pile of ash, all spell breaks loose. Between troublemaking witches and a jealous staff, Zoe knows
whoever the murderer is, they aren’t finished handing out suspensions. Can Zoe work her magic to reveal the killer? Or
will she fail the ultimate test? Spellbooks and Stakings is the second book in the Magic and Mystery series of witch cozy
mysteries. If you like backstabbing witches, bloodthirsty warlocks, and magical murder mysteries, then you’ll love this
lighthearted second entry in Lily Webb’s spellbinding series. Buy Spellbooks and Stakings to continue solving the
mysteries of Moon Grove today! Keywords: witch, witch cozy mystery, paranormal cozy mystery, supernatural mystery,
paranormal, amateur sleuth, female sleuth, woman sleuth, psychic, telepathic, vampire, werewolf, cozy mystery, cozy,
mystery
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Wicked witches. Murder. Mystery. Being a teacher at an academy for teenage witches is no easy job-especially when
students are trying to kill you. Vega Bloodmire, wicked witch extraordinaire and teacher of defensive magic at Lady of the
Lake School for Girls, has secrets she would prefer remain buried. Preferably six feet under. When a student dies in the
middle of a lesson, the administration rules it as an accident. Vega has reason to question this. The death resembles an
incident from her days as a student at the same magical boarding school-a death she got mixed up in-which is how she
knows it is no accident. When the principal starts digging into the past and fingers start pointing at Vega as the culprit,
she knows she's going to have to solve a murder from eight years before so she can figure out who committed the one in
the present. Can Vega discover who committed both crimes before she is framed for murder? Enjoy this stand-alone
book in this spin-off series of Womby's School for Wayward Witches. This book starts with Vega Bloodmire's life before
working at Womby's School for Wayward Witches when she was a new and inexperienced teacher at Lady of the Lake
School for Girls. Clean, cozy, no sex or swearing, PG 13-perfectly fine for teens or grandmas who like mysteries with
magic.
Self-exiled to New York for the past two years, Nic Gaudet never planned to return to New Orleans. But with the
mysterious death of an old man named Abel Delessard, a member of a family of Cajun witches who were his own family's
greatest enemies, it seems he has fallen under suspicion of murder. He's been accused by none other than the man's
grandson-and Nic's former lover-Thibeau Delessard. Nic is furious and travels to confront Thibeau and his family in an
official capacity-Nic is a member of the Legislateurs, the governing body of all the magic practitioners in the Big Easy,
both the living and the undead. What he doesn't expect is for all his old feelings for Beau to come rushing back in the
moment he sees him again. Thibeau Delessard had an excellent and heartbreaking reason to break up with Nic two
years earlier, but it hasn't been anything he could tell him until now. Secrets and lies separate them now as they did in
the past, but soon, they find themselves back in love and back in danger. Someone is trying his best to use magical
spells and hexes to kill Thibeau. Evil pervades not only the French Quarter, but also the old Creole style house where the
Delessard family lives. A web of plots is closing around Thibeau and his family, and if Nic can't find a way through it-and
defeat the warlock magic with his own--they're all going to die. A cursed diamond, an evil book of spells and danger
surrounds them on all sides in this city where the veil is thin between this world and the next, and most especially, after
dark.
Welcome to Moon Grove, where magic and murder are in the air! When broke, desperate reporter Zoe Clarke takes a job
in a tiny town to reboot her life, she discovers her new home is overflowing with magic, supernatural beings — and
paranormal mysteries! This box set includes the first 3 full-length novels in Lily Webb's spellbinding Magic & Mystery
series of paranormal cozy mysteries: Broomsticks and Burials Spellbooks and Stakings Alchemy and Arson ---------Broomsticks and Burials, Book 1: Reporter Zoe Clarke's life has lost its magic. So when she gets a job offer in the middle
of nowhere, Zoe jumps at the chance to make a name for herself only to find her new home is teeming with magic and
paranormal beings—and those aren't its only secrets. During a heated election for Head Witch, the most powerful position
in town, Zoe’s predecessor was buried alive—and accusations are flying faster than broomsticks. Despite her editor’s
orders to leave the story alone, Zoe can’t resist. From the front-running witch with a secret to the mysterious vampires
pulling strings in the shadows, Zoe knows the truth is just under the surface. So after she discovers she has rare
telepathic abilities, Zoe realizes she's the only one who can keep digging. Will Zoe’s powers lead her to the murderer
and the scoop of a lifetime? Or will they send her to an early grave? Spellbooks and Stakings, Book 2: Zoe Clarke is
going back to school. After learning she’s telepathic and risking her life to solve a paranormal murder, she’s been
invited to the prestigious Veilside Academy of Magic to sharpen her newfound powers. But not all the students are
spellbound by Zoe, and it isn’t long before she realizes the Academy is brimming with exceptional witches and
warlocks—who are as cutthroat as they are talented. So when Zoe’s new favorite vampire professor is found in a pile of
ash, all spell breaks loose. Between troublemaking witches and a jealous staff, Zoe knows whoever the murderer is, they
aren’t finished handing out suspensions. Can Zoe work her magic to reveal the killer? Or will she fail the ultimate test?
Alchemy and Arson, Book 3: Zoe Clarke’s life just keeps getting better. After repeatedly risking her life to solve a rash of
paranormal murders in Moon Grove, Zoe’s become a household name. But her newfound attention isn’t all magic. Zoe
knows she’s made enemies along the way and that they aren’t above pouring gas on her troubles. So when one of
Moon Grove’s most prominent witches dies in an inexplicable house fire, hysteria ignites—and Zoe finds herself standing
in the ashes. From the psychedelic new alchemist in town to the werewolves running shady businesses, Zoe’s certain
someone’s trying to torch her reputation. And when another building spontaneously combusts, Zoe knows she’ll have to
walk through fire and brimstone to stop the arsonist. Can Zoe stamp out the killer before they strike again? Or will she go
up in flames? ---------- Other Books in the Magic & Mystery Series: Heists and Homicides, Book 4 Covens and Coffins,
Book 5 Voodoo and Vanishings, Book 6 Keywords: witch, witch cozy mystery, paranormal cozy mystery, supernatural
mystery, paranormal, amateur sleuth, female sleuth, woman sleuth, psychic, telepathic, vampire, werewolf, cozy mystery,
cozy, mystery, bundle, box set, box, boxset, omnibus
Magic Can Be MurderHoughton Mifflin Harcourt
Book 1 of the Bewitched By Chocolate Mysteries
Entertain yourself by reading or listening to these short stories that all contain one or more secrets: A murder, a theft, a hidden identity, or
some mystical disappearance. Dive beneath the world of lies and spark your curiosity as you keep reading and satisfy your cravings for
closure. These stories contain elements such as: - The search for magical items that could instantly change a person’s life. - Vanishing items
that need to be retrieved. - Detective searches for perpetrators and suspects. - Misleading tricks from double-agents to get to the bottom of a
con. - Murder mysteries with motives, who-done-it settings, lies, and cover-ups. - Conspiracies and hidden agendas. - A werewolf and the
puzzle of figuring out who it is. - Unexpected plot twists about presumptions of labelling certain parties as the good guys or the bad guys. Police investigations and car chases. - Magical and supernatural powers and intricate disasters. - And so much more! Find yourself
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wondering and questioning the motives and actions of the personages in this combined work of a talented author. Don’t wait and get started!
From bestselling author Colleen Cross comes a new spooktacular mystery box set. You'll love these laugh out loud, humorous cozy
mysteries! Three full-length witch cozy mystery books of paranormal suspense in one specially-priced Westwick Witches Cozy Paranormal
Mystery box set! 1. Witch You Well Be careful what you wish for... Dead billionaires are not good for business! That's what Aunt Pearl
complains to Cen when the dead body is found in the cozy family inn at Westwick Corners. Still, it's not Cen's problem. She lives an ordinary
life away from her witch-ful family for a reason. She got her ordinary fiancé and her ordinary job as a journalist using no magic whatsoever,
and no inconvenient local murder is going to change her comfortable existence. Even if the entire town is now accusing Aunt Pearl of
murdering her guest. Even if her fiancé is acting weird and talking about seeing ghosts. Even if the town's sexy new sheriff, Tyler Gates,
treats her like the most hexing of all the witches... If you love funny cozy mysteries infused with a dose of humor and the supernatural, you’ll
love this paranormal witch cozy! Witch You Well appeals to readers of the Stephanie Plum series by Janet Evanovich. Sign up for Colleen's
new release notifications at http://www.colleencross.com "OMG! I loved this witch cozy collection. Get ready to laugh out loud and stay up
past bedtime!" "Wow...I can't wait for her next book. The Westwick Witches are crazy and laugh out loud lovable. If The Good Witch and
Practical Magic were murder mysteries, this would be it!" "...A bewitching, supernatural treat. If you love witch cozy mysteries you'll love
Cendrine West and her wacky witch family!" 2. Rags to Witches Win, lose, or draw Cendrine West can’t catch a break. She’s close to landing
a new job, and things are getting cozy with sexy sheriff Tyler Gates. All that changes when she is kidnapped by renegade witch Aunt Pearl,
who is hell bent on avenging a friend’s untimely death. Its Las Vegas or bust for all the wrong reasons. Rocco Racatelli is a hunky Vegas
kingpin—and the next mob target. Lady Luck has dealt him a losing hand and he wants revenge. When Aunt Pearl is a little too eager to help,
project Vegas Vendetta quickly escalates into an all-out mob turf war. As the witches are thrust into Sin City’s seamy underworld, bodies pile
up and secrets are exposed. It’s not just the Las Vegas heat that’s scorching...Rocco is intent on winning Cen’s heart. But she only wants the
man she left behind in Westwick Corners. All she has to do is solve a murder, out-magic her ornery aunt, and take down the Las Vegas
mafia. What could possibly go wrong? When organized crime meets unorganized magic, anything can happen! As the body count climbs, it’s
clear that Cen needs more than a miracle in the desert to set things right. 3. Witch and Famous Lights, camera, assassin A Hollywood movie
shoot comes to town and journalist Cendrine West is eager for a scoop. Her witchy family also wants in on the action, but shenanigans with
the stars soon turn to Tinseltown tragedy. Bodies are piling up faster than a coven’s worth of curses, and everything points back to Cen’s starstruck family. They will stop at nothing in their quest for supernatural stardom, even if that means meddling in a murder investigation. The
witches have created one spell of a mess and given the killer a chance to get away with murder. Cen resorts to her own blend of supernatural
justice to keep her family in check, but can she unmask the killer before he strikes again? Welcome to the wild, wild Wests! Fans of Janet
Evanovich and paranormal mystery, cozy mystery, and wickedly funny witches will love the Westwick Witches! From the author: Westwick
Corners isn't your typical small town. Or even a normal ghost town. It's where people go not to be found, and witches go to work their magic
without attracting too much attention. The combination makes from some interesting and humorous mysteries, and the witches are always at
the center of the action! Ruby's cooking, Cendrine's amateur sleuth and investigator activities, and Aunt Pearl's magic school are always
looking for that one secret ingredient that will propel the witches to fame and fortune and put the small town of Westwick Corners back on the
map again. The witches are forever cooking up new business opportunities like The Westwick Corners Inn, The Witching Post Bar and Grill,
and of course, Pearl's Charm School, where witches go to unravel riddles, spin magic spells, and create their own witch mysteries. Too bad
they are forever getting distracted because there are always strange things happening in Westwick Corners, from petty crime to murder. The
West family has always been in Westwick Corners and always will be. They descend from a long line of witches who have inhabited
Westwick Corners from the beginning. Witches who unlock mysteries, solve crime, and help those in need. They are collectively a kind of a
witch of all trades, because pitching in--or is it witching in?-- is what you do in a small town. Everyone helps out. Even Grandma Vi the ghost
investigates and sleuths. But when everyone pulls together, it's not always in the same direction! If you like a good puzzle, a good laugh, and
a good witch mystery series, you'll love these cozy mystery books! Available as ebook cozy mystery books, cozy mystery paperbacks, and
cozy mystery audiobooks too! I am writing the next book in this series of paranormal cozy mysteries, a cozy paranormal that takes place on
Christmas Eve. As long as people like these humorous cozy mysteries I will keep on writing them. Thanks for reading! Books by Colleen
Cross Westwick Witches Cozy Mysteries Series Witch You Well Rags to Witches Witch and Famous Christmas Witch List Magical Mystery
Box Set (Collection of Books 1-3) Katerina Carter Color of Money Cozy Mystery Series (short stories) Red Handed Blue Moon Katerina
Carter Fraud Legal Thriller Series Exit Strategy Game Theory Blowout Greenwash Katerina Carter Fraud Thrillers (Collection of Books 1-3)
Thank you so much for your interest in my books! Sign up for my new release notifications at www.colleencross.com and be the first to hear
of new releases! Keywords: witch cozy mystery books, paranormal cozy mysteries, witch cozy mysteries, witch cozies, cozy mystery,
amateur sleuth, traditional mystery, mystery, small town mystery, bestseller, female detectives, female protagonist mystery, murder mystery,
cozy mysteries, midnight texas, female sleuth, humor, series, alexander mccall smith, book, books, ebook, novel, college, funny, humorous
mystery, funny mystery, mysteries, thriller, thrillers, police procedural, general mystery, m.c. beaton, diane mott davidson, julie smith,
alexander mccall smith, densie grover swank, abigail keam, victoria laurie, madison johns. barbara anninojana deleon, lynn cahoon, rose
pressey, deanna chase, leighann dobbs, connie shelton, harper lin, tonya kappes, heist, kidnapping, blood diamonds, best selling books,best
seller, best sellers books, james patterson, bookshots, tess gerritsen, morgana best, kathy reichs, money laundering, forensic accounting,
forensic accountant, fraud, white collar crime, crime, female sleuth, private investigators, cartels, wall street, new york times bestsellers,
financial thriller, international mystery thriller, suspense thriller, general thriller, cozy mysteries, cozy murder mystery, cozy mystery books,
cozy mystery, cozies, paranormal cozy, humorous mystery, murder mystery, private detective, women sleuths, books, ebooks, vigilante
justice, police procedural, general mystery, revenge, accounting, finance, auditing, money, legal thriller, financial thriller, crime thriller, general
thriller, suspense thriller, suspense, forensics, gone girl, girl on a train, paula hawkins, women's murder club, halloween books, James
Patterson, John Grisham, joy fielding, sandra brown, girl on the train, Jana DeLeon, connie shelton, robert brynza, daniel silva, iris johansen,
david rosenfeldt, roger stelljes, dennis lehane, tanya anne crosby, Leighann Dobbs, Gillian Flynn, Michael Connelly, Karin Slaughter, Diane
Capri, Liane Moriarty, Tess Gerritsen, Greg Iles, Lisa Scottoline, Kathy Reichs, Lee Child, Harlan Coben, roger stelljes, stacy green, Aaron
Patterson, Lisa Jackson, Heather Graham, Ryan Casey, Sean Black, patricia cornwell, j a jance, john sandford, cj box, david baldacci, sue
grafton, kendra elliot, melinda leigh, nelson demille, michael wallace, john sandford, stuart woods, jeffrey deaver, estelle ryan, michael
palmer, joanne fluke, iris johansen, lee child, jack reacher, stig larson, stig larsson, david lagercrantz, girl with the dragon tattoo, jo nesbo,
john lescroart, jessica knoll, charlaine harris, leighann dobbs, jana deleon, bella forrest, brad thor, vince flynn, scott turow, louise penny,
charlaine harris, melissa foster, kendra elliot, robert dugoni, marcia clark, scott pratt, christopher greyson, aaron elkins, barry eisler, rachel
abbott, t.r. ragan, michael crichton, j.d. robb, renee pawlish, madison johns, abigail keam, jaden skye, karin slaughter, dale mayer, peter
james, liliana hart, amanda m. lee, best sellers, mystery thrillers, colleen, whistleblower, due diligence, hard-boiled, police procedural,
suspense, police procedural , general mystery, hard-boiled, suspense, traditional british, women sleuths, true crime, cozy mystery, romantic
suspense, nora roberts, j d robb, technological thriller, mystery thriller, series, noir, hard-boiled, thriller stories to keep you up all night, thrillers
free books, mystery books, mystery and thriller ebooks, detective stories, lee child, jack reacher, nora roberts, j d robb, murder mystery,sweet
cozy mysteries, sweet cozy mystery, crime cartel, mysteries, action adventure, suspense thriller, crime thriller, thriller books, noir, crime
books, suspense books, mysteries, thrillers, best mystery books, best mystery novels, mystery author, mystery series, Canada, Canadian
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authors, Vancouver, Pacific Northwest, mystery books, mystery novels, mystery novels 2014, murder mystery, murder mysteries, best crime
novels, crime fiction, cj lyons, robert b. parker, lee child, jeffrey archer, fiona barton, bosch, crime thrillers, krimi, fraud investigation, fraud
audit, whistleblower, conflict diamonds, whodunit, psychological thriller, adventure thriller, political thriller, psychological thriller, adventure
thriller, political thriller, medical thriller, action adventure, mob, cartel, espionage, spy thriller, mafia, blood justice diamonds, bestselling
mysteries, bestselling thrillers, buenos aires, vancouver, saskia noort, esther verhoef, cosy, cosies, best sellers, detective stories, 007, Dan
Brown, DaVinci, Women Sleuths, Women's Fiction Crime Detective, Crime Thrillers, Kidnapping Crime Fiction, Murder, Mystery Series,
Gastown, thin blue line, drug heist, private investigator, RCMP, Lower Mainland, Richmond, west coast, Lee Child, medical mystery, United
States, Canada, Vancouver, Buenos Aires, mystery, mysteries, thriller, thrillers, heist, kidnapping, blood diamonds, best selling books,best
seller, best sellers books, money laundering, forensic accounting, forensic accountant, fraud, white collar crime, crime, female sleuth, private
investigators, cartels, wall street, new york times bestsellers, financial thriller, international mystery thriller, cozy mysteries, cozy murder
mystery, cozy mystery books, cozy mystery, cozies, private detective, women sleuths, books, ebooks, vigilante justice, revenge, accounting,
finance, auditing, money, legal thriller, financial thriller, crime thriller, forensics, gone girl, girl on a train, paula hawkins, women's murder club,
James Patterson, John Grisham, joy fielding, sandra brown, girl on the train, Jana Deleon, Leighann Dobbs, Gillian Flynn, Michael Connelly,
Karin Slaughter, Diane Capri, Liane Moriarty, Tess Gerritsen, Greg Iles, Lisa Scottoline, Kathy Reichs, Lee Child, Harlan Coben, roger
stelljes, stacy green, angie fox, victoria laurie, Aaron Patterson, Lisa Jackson, Heather Graham, Ryan Casey, Sean Black, patricia cornwell, j
a jance, john sandford, cj box, david baldacci, sue grafton, kendra elliot, melinda leigh, nelson demille, michael wallace, john sandford, stuart
woods, jeffrey deaver, estelle ryan, michael palmer, joanne fluke, iris johansen, stig larson, stig larsson, david lagercrantz, girl with the dragon
tattoo, jo nesbo, john lescroart, jessica knoll, brad thor, vince flynn, scott turow, louise penny, charlaine harris, harper lin, tonya kappes, janet
evanovich, melissa foster, kendra elliot, robert dugoni, marcia clark, scott pratt, christopher greyson, aaron elkins, barry eisler, rachel abbott,
t.r. ragan, michael crichton, j.d. robb, renee pawlish, madison johns, abigail keam, jaden skye, karin slaughter, dale mayer, peter james,
liliana hart, amanda m. lee, best sellers, mystery thrillers, colleen, whistleblower, due diligence, hard-boiled, police procedural, suspense,
traditional british, women sleuths, true crime, cozy mystery, romantic suspense, technological thriller, mystery thriller, series, noir, hard-boiled,
thriller stories to keep you up all night, thrillers free books, mystery books, mystery and thriller ebooks, detective stories, murder
mystery,sweet cozy mysteries, sweet cozy mystery, crime cartel, mysteries, action adventure, crime thriller, thriller books, noir, crime books,
suspense books, mysteries, thrillers, best mystery books, best mystery novels, mystery author, mystery series, Canada, Canadian authors,
Vancouver, Pacific Northwest, mystery books, mystery novels, mystery novels 2014, murder mystery, murder mysteries, best crime novels,
crime fiction, cj lyons, robert b. parker, lee child, jeffrey archer, fiona barton, bosch, crime thrillers, krimi, fraud investigation, fraud audit,
whistleblower, conflict diamonds, whodunit, psychological thriller, adventure thriller, political thriller, psychological thriller, adventure thriller,
political thriller, medical thriller, action adventure, mob, cartel, espionage, spy thriller, mafia, blood justice diamonds, bestselling mysteries,
bestselling thrillers, buenos aires, vancouver, saskia noort, esther verhoef, cosy, cosies, best sellers, detective stories, 007, Dan Brown,
DaVinci, Women Sleuths, Women's Fiction Crime Detective, Crime Thrillers, Kidnapping Crime Fiction, Murder, Mystery Series, Gastown,
thin blue line, drug heist, private investigator Keywords:, witch cozy mystery books, paranormal cozy mysteries, witch cozy mysteries, witch
cozies, cozy mystery, amateur sleuth, traditional mystery, mystery, small town mystery, bestseller, female detectives, female protagonist
mystery, murder mystery, cozy mysteries, female sleuth, humor, series, alexander mccall smith, book, books, ebook, novel, college, funny,
humorous mystery, funny mystery, mysteries, thriller, thrillers, police procedural, general mystery, m.c. beaton, diane mott davidson, julie
smith, alexander mccall smith, densie grover swank, abigail keam, victoria laurie, madison johns. barbara anninojana deleon, lynn cahoon,
rose pressey, deanna chase, leighann dobbs, connie shelton, harper lin, tonya kappes, heist, kidnapping, blood diamonds, best selling
books,best seller, best sellers books, james patterson, bookshots, tess gerritsen, morgana best, kathy reichs, money laundering, forensic
accounting, forensic accountant, fraud, white collar crime, crime, female sleuth, private investigators, cartels, wall street, new york times
bestsellers, financial thriller, international mystery thriller, suspense thriller, general thriller, cozy mysteries, cozy murder mystery, cozy
mystery books, cozy mystery, cozies, paranormal cozy, humorous mystery, murder mystery, private detective, women sleuths, books,
ebooks, vigilante justice, police procedural, general mystery, revenge, accounting, finance, auditing, money, legal thriller, financial thriller,
crime thriller, general thriller, suspense thriller, suspense, forensics, gone girl, girl on a train, paula hawkins, women's murder club, halloween
books, James Patterson, John Grisham, joy fielding, sandra brown, girl on the train, Jana DeLeon, connie shelton, robert brynza, daniel silva,
iris johansen, david rosenfeldt, roger stelljes, dennis lehane, tanya anne crosby, Leighann Dobbs, Gillian Flynn, Michael Connelly, Karin
Slaughter, Diane Capri, Liane Moriarty, Tess Gerritsen, Greg Iles, Lisa Scottoline, Kathy Reichs, Lee Child, Harlan Coben, roger stelljes,
stacy green, Aaron Patterson, Lisa Jackson, Heather Graham, Ryan Casey, Sean Black, patricia cornwell, j a jance, john sandford, cj box,
david baldacci, sue grafton, kendra elliot, melinda leigh, nelson demille, michael wallace, john sandford, stuart woods, jeffrey deaver, estelle
ryan, michael palmer, joanne fluke, iris johansen, lee child, jack reacher, stig larson, stig larsson, david lagercrantz, girl with the dragon tattoo,
jo nesbo, john lescroart, jessica knoll, brad thor, vince flynn, scott turow, louise penny, charlaine harris, melissa foster, kendra elliot, robert
dugoni, marcia clark, scott pratt, christopher greyson, aaron elkins, barry eisler, rachel abbott, t.r. ragan, michael crichton, j.d. robb, renee
pawlish, madison johns, abigail keam, jaden skye, karin slaughter, dale mayer, peter james, liliana hart, amanda m. lee, best sellers, mystery
thrillers, colleen, whistleblower, due diligence, hard-boiled, police procedural, suspense, police procedural , general mystery, hard-boiled,
suspense, traditional british, women sleuths, true crime, cozy mystery, romantic suspense, nora roberts, j d robb, technological thriller,
mystery thriller, series, noir, hard-boiled, thriller stories to keep you up all night, thrillers free books, mystery books, mystery and thriller
ebooks, detective stories, lee child, jack reacher, nora roberts, j d robb, murder mystery,sweet cozy mysteries, sweet cozy mystery, crime
cartel, mysteries, action adventure, suspense thriller, crime thriller, thriller books, noir, crime books, suspense books, mysteries, thrillers, best
mystery books, best mystery novels, mystery author, mystery series, Canada, Canadian authors, Vancouver, Pacific Northwest, mystery
books, mystery novels, mystery novels 2014, murder mystery, murder mysteries, best crime novels, crime fiction, cj lyons, robert b. parker,
lee child, jeffrey archer, fiona barton, bosch, crime thrillers, krimi, fraud investigation, fraud audit, whistleblower, conflict diamonds, whodunit,
psychological thriller, adventure thriller, political thriller, psychological thriller, adventure thriller, political thriller, medical thriller, action
adventure, mob, cartel, espionage, spy thriller, mafia, blood justice diamonds, bestselling mysteries, bestselling thrillers, buenos aires,
vancouver, saskia noort, esther verhoef, cosy, cosies, best sellers, detective stories, 007, Dan Brown, DaVinci, Women Sleuths, Women's
Fiction Crime Detective, Crime Thrillers, Kidnapping Crime Fiction, Murder, Mystery Series, Gastown, thin blue line, drug heist, private
investigator, RCMP, Lower Mainland, Richmond, west coast, Lee Child, medical mystery, United States, Canada, Vancouver, Buenos Aires,
mystery, mysteries, thriller, thrillers, heist, kidnapping, blood diamonds, best selling books,best seller, best sellers books, money laundering,
forensic accounting, forensic accountant, fraud, white collar crime, crime, female sleuth, private investigators, cartels, wall street, new york
times bestsellers, financial thriller, international mystery thriller, cozy mysteries, cozy murder mystery, cozy mystery books, cozy mystery,
cozies, private detective, women sleuths, books, ebooks, vigilante justice, revenge, accounting, finance, auditing, money, legal thriller,
financial thriller, crime thriller, forensics, gone girl, girl on a train, paula hawkins, women's murder club, James Patterson, John Grisham, joy
fielding, sandra brown, girl on the train, Jana Deleon, Leighann Dobbs, Gillian Flynn, Michael Connelly, Karin Slaughter, Diane Capri, Liane
Moriarty, Tess Gerritsen, Greg Iles, Lisa Scottoline, Kathy Reichs, Lee Child, Harlan Coben, roger stelljes, stacy green, angie fox, victoria
laurie, Aaron Patterson, Lisa Jackson, Heather Graham, Ryan Casey, Sean Black, patricia cornwell, j a jance, john sandford, cj box, david
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baldacci, sue grafton, kendra elliot, melinda leigh, nelson demille, michael wallace, john sandford, stuart woods, jeffrey deaver, estelle ryan,
michael palmer, joanne fluke, iris johansen, stig larson, stig larsson, david lagercrantz, girl with the dragon tattoo, jo nesbo, john lescroart,
jessica knoll, brad thor, vince flynn, scott turow, louise penny, charlaine harris, harper lin, tonya kappes, janet evanovich, melissa foster,
kendra elliot, robert dugoni, marcia clark, scott pratt, christopher greyson, aaron elkins, barry eisler, rachel abbott, t.r. ragan, michael crichton,
j.d. robb, renee pawlish, madison johns, abigail keam, jaden skye, karin slaughter, dale mayer, peter james, liliana hart, amanda m. lee, best
sellers, mystery thrillers, colleen, whistleblower, due diligence, hard-boiled, police procedural, suspense, traditional british, women sleuths,
true crime, cozy mystery, romantic suspense, technological thriller, mystery thriller, series, noir, hard-boiled, thriller stories to keep you up all
night, thrillers free books, mystery books, mystery and thriller ebooks, detective stories, murder mystery,sweet cozy mysteries, sweet cozy
mystery, crime cartel, mysteries, action adventure, crime thriller, thriller books, noir, crime books, suspense books, mysteries, thrillers, best
mystery books, best mystery novels, mystery author, mystery series, Canada, Canadian authors, Vancouver, Pacific Northwest, mystery
books, mystery novels, mystery novels 2014, murder mystery, murder mysteries, best crime novels, crime fiction, cj lyons, robert b. parker,
lee child, jeffrey archer, fiona barton, bosch, crime thrillers, krimi, fraud investigation, fraud audit, whistleblower, conflict diamonds, whodunit,
psychological thriller, adventure thriller, political thriller, psychological thriller, adventure thriller, political thriller, medical thriller, action
adventure, mob, cartel, espionage, spy thriller, mafia, blood justice diamonds, bestselling mysteries, bestselling thrillers, buenos aires,
vancouver, saskia noort, esther verhoef, cosy, cosies, best sellers, detective stories, 007, Dan Brown, DaVinci, Women Sleuths, Women's
Fiction Crime Detective, Crime Thrillers, Kidnapping Crime Fiction, Murder, Mystery Series, cosy mysteries, cosy crime, cozy mystery, crime
caper, witches, ghosts, psychics, fun mysteries, humorous, comedy, charlaine harris, joanne fluke, jana deleon, samantha silver, annabel
chase, janet evanovich, mary burton, j a whiting, cee cee james, rhys bowen, kathi daley, dianne harman, wendy meadows, cindy bell, las
vegas mysteries, vegas, mystery series, cosy mysteries, cosy crime, cozy mystery, witches, witch mysteries, with me luck, witch you well,
wicked, ghosts, psychics, fun mysteries, bestselling books, witch cozy mysteries, whodunnit, whodunit, mystery novels bestsellers
The Witches of Doyle have one job… Destroy a magical book that threatens to devastate the world. But try to tell that to their small-town
sheriff. A book of Lovecraftian dark magic is stirring up trouble in Doyle in the three witch cozy mysteries. In Oak, when a decade’s old
corpse turns up in the hollow of a haunted oak, Sheriff McCourt drafts Lenore into service. Since the coroner can’t identify the body, why not
ask a shamanic witch who can see the dead? In Stone, a string of odd deaths in a haunted house has culminated in murder, and newlywed
Jayce is on the case. She is a witch after all. So what if it’s Samhain season, when the veil between the worlds is thin? In Stream, certain
holiday spirits are keeping Karin’s hands full. And when she discovers the body of a man in a mountain stream, she’s swept into a mystery
that will take all her magic and mental powers to solve. Because the dead man’s mysterious colleagues have taken an interest in Karin’s
children… A thrilling and funny witch mystery series, perfect for fans of Amy Boyles, Heather Blake, or Amanda M. Lee. If you love stories rich
with packed with magic, mystery, and murder, you’ll love this special collection of books four through six in the series, including: Oak, Stone,
and Stream. Buy this 3-book set in the Witches of Doyle paranormal mystery series, and experience these charming cozy mysteries today.
Spells in the back of each book!
Claudia Crestwood and friends are back again for more mystery, murder, and magic! New witches are welcomed to town. Even invited to a
coven meeting. Then deadly spells turn up missing from the family collection-was it the rival witch or the one who turned up dead? Either
way, Claudia needs to retrieve the spells and solve the murder... With a competing coven growing and a new werewolf in town, Claudia has
her hands full. Add in the personal secret she's still trying to uncover plus her first magical ball and she needs all the help she can conjure!
Get ready for this heart-pounding and laugh out loud magical adventure! Just when I think I've finally gotten my life back on track, the
unexpected happens.It's the annual Night Festival in Hollow Cove, a paranormal festival extravaganza that lasts for five nights and features a
multitude of powerful faces in our paranormal circles. There's only one little problem. Someone ends up dead. And I'm accused of murder.As
my life spirals down the crapper once again, things between Marcus and me are even more confusing than ever before-hot, but ridiculously
confusing. And to add to my wondrous good fortune, something or someone is trying to kill me.So, what is a witch do to? Find the culprit and
clear my name, that's what.Don't miss the next installment of the Witches of Hollow Cove!Midnight Spells is the second book in The Witches
of Hollow Cove series. If you like fast-paced urban fantasy adventure with a kick-butt heroine and plenty of action, suspense, and humor,
you'll love Midnight Spells.
Welcome to Oxford's Magic Kitten Shelter for Familiars! My name's Astra. I'm single, love familiars, and am also a witch whose demon cat
has more magical ability in his paw, than I have in my entire body. When I inherit my great-aunt's ramshackle mansion in the sleepy village,
Witch Hollow, which nestles in Oxford's shadow, I seize the chance to break free from my family. Even if Witch Hollow is the most paranormal
village in England... Now, along with my black kitten, Satan (angel on the outside, devil on the inside), I'll show everyone that a new witch is in
town. Yet the opening event of my new business to rehome abandoned familiars ends with a witch's death. When the hot Earl Sin, a dragon
shifter and my elite neighbour, turns out to be the supernatural Sheriff of Oxford, how can I prove that I'm innocent and also save my
familiars? One-Click now and decide which familiar you'll adopt today! A Familiar Murder is Book One in the Oxford Magic Kitten Mysteries
cozy mystery series. Start reading to escape into magic, mystery, and laugh-out loud fun!
FIRST IN THE NATIONAL BESTSELLING WISHCRAFT MYSTERY SERIES! Darcy Merriweather and her sister, Harper, hail from a long line
of witches who have the power to grant wishes using spells. They’ve come to Enchanted Village in Salem, Massachusetts, to join the family
business, but soon find themselves knee-deep in murder… Until three weeks ago, Darcy and her sister, Harper, were working dead-end jobs
and trying to put their troubles behind them. Then their Aunt Velma delivered a bombshell: they’re actually Wishcrafters—witches with the
power to grant wishes with a mere spell. Wanting a fresh start, they head to their aunt’s magic-themed tourist town to master their newfound
skills. But their magic fails them when a wanna-be witch turns up dead—strangled with Aunt Ve’s scarf—and Ve’s sweetheart, Sylar, is found
looming over the body. Ve is standing by her man, but Darcy overheard Sylar wish that the victim would disappear—forever. With Harper
distracted by her handsome new crush, Darcy is determined to sleuth her way to the truth. But it’ll take more than a wish to unravel this
mystery...

The newest paranormal mystery by USA Today bestselling author Gretchen Galway. On the eve of the winter solstice,
reckless witches invite demons into the enchanted town of Silverpool. Can Alma find a human murderer amid the magical
mayhem? Alma is a witch with an Incurable Inability to kill. That can be inconvenient in a world of demons, Shadow
magic, and murder. Luckily, Alma has discovered she has unusual, remarkable talents of her own. And they're getting
stronger. When her quiet town is inundated with witch tourists looking for demon thrills on the winter solstice, Alma is
compelled to act. Using her gifts of fairy sight and shape-shifting, she helps Raynor, the new Protector, hunt down
magical trouble. But then a witch turns up dead-not at the hand of a demon, but a human being. Soon after, there's
another body.Can Alma find the murderer in the mayhem-or will she be the next victim?Amazon reviews of the first book
in the Sonoma Witches series, Dead Witch on a Bridge "Galway always delivers and this is no exception." "Captivating
world building and a great story." "The perfect Mystery." "The book had a smart, spunky heroine with more magical ability
than she knows... I'm hooked...!" "Alma's a very likable, accessible protagonist, and this magical version of Sonoma is so
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fun to delve into. Recommended for pretty much any reader!"
Bewitched meets Murder She Wrote in this delightful new cozy mystery series featuring Ophelia Jensen, small town
librarian and reluctant psychic, and her grandmother Abby, a benevolent witch. Thirty something Ophelia Jensen wants
to live a quiet life as a small town librarian. She's created a comfortable existence with her kooky, colorful grandmother
Abby, and if it were up to her, they could live out their days—along with Ophelia's dog Lady and cat Queenie—in peace and
quiet. But, to Ophelia's dismay, she and Abby aren't a typical grandmother/granddaughter duo. She possesses psychic
powers, and Abby is a kindly witch. And while Ophelia would do anything to dismiss her gift—harboring terrible guilt after
her best friend was killed and she was unable to stop it—threatening events keep popping up, forcing her to tap into her
powers of intuition. To make matters worse, a strange—yet devastatingly attractive—man is hanging around Ophelia's
library, and no matter how many times she tells him she's sworn off men forever, he persists. Soon this handsome
newcomer reveals he's following a lead on a local drug ring, and then a dead body shows up right in Abby's backyard.
And much as Ophelia would like to put away her spells forever, she and Abby must use their special powers to keep
themselves, and others, out of harm's way.
Baker Katie Lightfoot is crafting her own magical wedding cake and tracking down a malicious murderer in the newest
installment of this New York Times bestselling series. Katie will be marrying firefighter Declan McCarthy in less than a
week, and she's still finding time to run the Honeybee Bakery, where she infuses sweets and treats with special spells
and cheerful charms. But her hope of getting hitched without a hitch is short-lived. When Declan's family shows up early
to enjoy a few extra days in Savannah, his youngest sister finds an unsavory surprise: her ex-husband, dead in a hotel
room hours after they argued. The ex was scam artist with a lot of enemies, but the argument puts Declan's sister under
suspicion. Between dress fittings and dough-kneading, Katie—along with her witchy friends in the spellbook club—will
really have to work some magic to figure out who killed the con man...or there may not be a wedding.
“Profoundly thoughtful…An intimate portrait of female friendship laced with literal and metaphorical magic.” —Kirkus
Reviews “A laugh-out-loud, exciting ride…a darkly comedic coming-of-age story.” —School Library Journal A moving,
darkly funny novel about six teens whose magic goes wildly awry from Magic for Liars author Sarah Gailey, who Chuck
Wendig calls an “author to watch.” Keeping your magic a secret is hard. Being in love with your best friend is harder.
Alexis has always been able to rely on two things: her best friends, and the magic powers they all share. Their secret is
what brought them together, and their love for each other is unshakeable—even when that love is complicated.
Complicated by problems like jealousy, or insecurity, or lust. Or love. That unshakeable, complicated love is one of the
only things that doesn’t change on prom night. When accidental magic goes sideways and a boy winds up dead, Alexis
and her friends come together to try to right a terrible wrong. Their first attempt fails—and their second attempt fails even
harder. Left with the remains of their failed spells and more consequences than anyone could have predicted, each of
them must find a way to live with their part of the story.
The Secrets in Shadow Lake Run Deep... Nobody but a chosen few know the real history of the town, or what lies
beneath the still surface of the lake... As members of the Kilorian Coven, Addie and her two sisters, Kiera and Willow,
were born to the use of magic. Together the three are the sworn protectors of Shadow Lake, tasked with keeping evil at
bay and the townsfolk safe. When a dead body is found on Luna Moth Trail Addie is forced to get involed after a strange
woman begs her for help. The first officer on scene is the enigmatic Detective Lucian Knight who seems to be more than
he appears. He reveals to her that the murder isn't the only incident that has occured in town recently. With the mysteries
piling up, could there be something greater at work in Shadow Lake? Will Addie and her sisters be able to solve the
murder and keep the town safe?
The faerie curse that plagued the town of Doyle is over. Or is it? Witch Jayce Bonheim has finally got her life back on
track. Her coffeeshop’s been rebuilt. She’s got the perfect boyfriend. And the murderous magic that imperiled Jayce and
her witchy sisters has been defeated. But murder and magic won’t leave this cheeky witch alone. In this special
collection, Jayce is pulled into three murder investigations with magical overtones. And while she looks for answers,
trouble is brewing even closer to home. And Jayce discovers her perfect relationship may not be so perfect after all… A
thrilling and funny witch mystery series, perfect for fans of Annabel Chase, Adele Abbot, and Amanda Lee. If you love
stories rich with packed with magic, mystery, and murder, you’ll love this set of books four through six in the series,
including: Witch, Fey, and Fate. Buy this special collection in the Witches of Doyle paranormal mystery series, and
experience these charming cozy mysteries today. Spells in the back of each book!
A fun cozy mystery of witches, magic, and the haunted history of Salem, Massachusetts! When a copycat killer has
reporter Lee Barrett brushing up on ancient history, it’s a test where failure could be lethal . . . As a Salem,
Massachusetts, native, WICH-TV field reporter and amateur sleuth Lee Barrett is well versed in the region’s lore. So
when the murder of revered local professor Samuel Bond resembles a killing from almost two centuries ago, everyone is
on edge. Especially assistant professor Cody McGinnis . . . Not only did Cody have differences with Bond, he even
taught a course on the historic murder. And when his fingerprints and ladder are found at the crime scene, the police are
certain of his guilt. Cody’s family, however, believes otherwise and asks Lee for assistance. Now, with the help of her
clairvoyant cat, O’Ryan, her tech-savvy librarian aunt and housemate Ibby, and Pete Mondello, her handsome detective
beau, Lee will delve deeper than ever into Salem’s past—and into her own psychic gifts—to find the real killer—before
someone else is history . . . Praise for the Witch City Mysteries “Perfectly relaxing and readable.” —Kirkus Reviews “This
rewarding paranormal cozy series debut will have Victoria Laurie fans lining up to follow.” —Library Journal “An
entertaining story that keeps readers guessing until the very twisted and eerie end.” —RT Book Reviews
Gemma Bradbury used to be the epitome of a basic thirty-something woman-obsessed with social media, Netflix, and
Starbucks pumpkin spice lattes.But when she stumbles into a new life in Magickal Salem, everything changes. Gemma
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finds herself tangled up in the suspicious death of an elderly shop owner, realizes her cat can talk, and discovers she's
an actual witch.She also finds out that she's stuck in Salem. Forever.But once the Coven assigns her a magical tutor-the
drop-dead gorgeous Professor Beauregard Bacchus-and she makes friends with a real fairy princess, things start to look
up.All she has to do now is learn to navigate a new town full of witches, vampires and shifters, manage a magic shop,
pass her first wand exam, and maybe flirt a bit with the handsome paranormal bachelors in her new town.Oh, and find
the shop owner's real killer before Salem's bumbling moose-shifter deputy tosses her in jail for murder.Suddenly, this
witch's life isn't so basic anymore.
Nothing stays buried forever… Reporter Zoe Clarke's life has lost its magic. So when she gets a job offer in the middle of nowhere,
Zoe jumps at the chance to make a name for herself only to find her new home is teeming with magic and paranormal beings—and
those aren't its only secrets. During a heated election for Head Witch, the most powerful position in town, Zoe’s predecessor was
buried alive—and accusations are flying faster than broomsticks. Despite her editor’s orders to leave the story alone, Zoe can’t
resist. From the front-running witch with a secret to the mysterious vampires pulling strings in the shadows, Zoe knows the truth is
just under the surface. So after she discovers she has rare telepathic abilities, Zoe realizes she's the only one who can keep
digging. Will Zoe’s powers lead her to the murderer and the scoop of a lifetime? Or will they send her to an early grave?
Broomsticks and Burials is the first book in the Magic and Mystery series of witch cozy mysteries. If you like witty witches, catty
talking cats, and magical murder mysteries, then you’ll love this lighthearted debut in Lily Webb’s spellbinding series. Buy
Broomsticks and Burials to start solving the mysteries of Moon Grove today! Keywords: witch, witch cozy mystery, paranormal
cozy mystery, supernatural mystery, paranormal, amateur sleuth, female sleuth, woman sleuth, psychic, telepathic, vampire,
werewolf, cozy mystery, cozy, mystery
'I LOVED IT! An intoxicating mixture of bewitching characters and intriguing clues... be prepared to be enchanted by this story!'
USA Today bestselling author Leighann Dobbs ????? In the sleepy town of Lost Maidens Loch, people sometimes disappear...
Down a quiet lane in town sits a little shop full of oddities you'd probably miss if you weren't looking for it. This is Love's Curiosities
Inc., and its owner, Temerity Love, is sought by experts all over the world for her rare and magical gift: the ability to find lost things
and learn their stories. When Lost Maidens' pretty local school teacher is found murdered by a poisoned cup of tea, a strange
antique hand mirror is discovered nearby. Temerity - with the help of witchy sister Tilda, their cats Scylla and Charybdis and the
lovingly eccentric local townspeople - is determined to divine the story behind the mirror and its part in Miss Molly Bayliss' untimely
death. If only grumpy out-of-towner Angus Harley of Lost Maidens Police wasn't on the scene. Temerity can't solve the crime
without him, but he's distracting, and in more ways than one. Can this unconventional duo solve the most mysterious murder ever
to blight Lost Maidens Loch before the killer strikes again? A magical and unputdownable whodunnit, perfect for fans of Adele
Abbott, Amanda M. Lee and Leighann Dobbs.
Darcy Merriweather is Enchanted Village’s newest resident Wishcrafter—a witch who can grant wishes for others. But as Darcy
prepares a celebration for a magical florist, she discovers that every rose has its thorns… When magical florist Harriette Harkette
decides to throw a lavish eightieth birthday party for herself, she hires Darcy’s Aunt Ve’s personal concierge service, As You
Wish, to plan the soiree. But turning eighty isn’t all Harriette is celebrating—the Floracrafter has recently created the midnight black
Witching Hour rose, the first all-natural rose of that color. Darcy works hard on planning an extravagant celebration that will make
Harriette feel like the belle of the ball. But when cake delivery boy Michael Healey—a former employee at Harriette’s
greenhouse—is found dead, the celebration takes a turn. Now Michael’s ghost has imprinted on Darcy, meaning that they’re
bonded until she can untangle the thicket surrounding his murder—and what exactly it has to do with the Witching Hour rose...
It's midsummer night, but mischievous fairies are the least of Evelyn Eldritch's problems. With a murderer on the loose, a
midsummer dream is turning into a nightmare! When a swindling playboy crashes his car into the side of Magic Cakes Café,
Evelyn wants to know who killed him. And why was it done with a stake through the man's heart? Was Giovanni Conti a vampire?
And why was he clutching a silver bullet in his fist? Are werewolves involved? This sounds like a matter for the Beings of Magic
Committee - what could possibly go wrong? To find out who killed Giovanni, Evelyn must keep her witchy wits about her as she
wades through a growing cast of murder suspects. Was it his ex-lover, her husband, or his rival racing car driver? But in addition to
solving the murder, the show must go on! Who can replace Giovanni in the Shakespeare play? Detective Inspector Alex Taylor
seems an ideal candidate... and Evelyn can't wait to see him in tights. A Midsummer Fright's Scream is the second book in the
adorable English Village Witch Cozy series, set in the beautiful English countryside. If you love plucky heroines, small-town
whodunits, and a touch of retro nostalgia, then you'll love Rosie Reed's fun and flirty tale. Buy A Midsummer Fright's Scream
today. Nothing is as it seems! Note from the author: Writing this series kept me sane during the very strange year of 2020. I do
hope you'll enjoy escaping into the beautiful surroundings of Maiden-Upon-Avon and having some fun with Evelyn and all the other
magical beings who live there! Each book is set in a different season of the magical year - with a summer heatwave in Book Two!
You can enjoy a gentle journey around the village, whilst Evelyn tries to solve the murder. So, treat yourself now by taking the
phone off the hook of life, and soaking awhile in the bathtub of the English countryside! If you sign up for my newsletter today, you
can download bonus FREE novella Merrie May Mayhem straight away! Just type this code into your web address bar:
bit.ly/Rosiereed
This bundle contains books 1 - 3 of the Diva Delaney Mysteries. Is Murder By Candlestick Still A Thing?: Diva Delaney is the only
normal living among a family of witches in Hollowood Grove. Although ‘normal’ can hardly be applied to a psychic medium. As if
her life as the only non-magical person in the Delaney Coven isn’t hard enough, she’s the prime suspect in Edward Creighton’s
murder. Disliked by most, the only people who will miss the grumpy old warlock are the members of the Creighton Coven. Their
hot local sheriff, Drew McTavish, is Diva’s ex, sort of. They dated three times a couple of years ago before the mysterious curse
someone put on her kicked in and punished him for kissing her. He doesn’t believe in the mystical and he’s just waiting to find
proof of her involvement in the murder so he can lock her away. The Creighton Coven want justice for the death of one of their
own. Haydn, Edward’s great-nephew, has returned from England to take over running the Creighton Bookstore. Wickedly
handsome and powerfully dangerous, he has his sights set on Diva and not in a good way. If she doesn’t find the real killer, she
could end up paying the price for a murder she didn’t commit. Not even her four ghostly friends will be able to save her if the
warlock decides she’s guilty. Voodoo Hoodoo Is Complete Doodoo: Diva Delaney finds herself embroiled in a new mystery when
she is asked to search for a missing witch. She is a psychic medium, not a private investigator, but she agrees as a favor to her
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Aunt Isabel. She soon discovers that more than one witch has been kidnapped from the nearby town of Verity Falls. With the aid of
some local ghosts, Diva needs to get to the bottom of this latest puzzle. She will need to call on magical assistance from her
cousins and even one of her enemies. Haydn Creighton has been her secret obsession since she was a kid. Even though he’s
engaged to a snooty and slightly unstable British witch, Diva can’t get him out of her mind. She already owes him a favor for
accepting his help. After this latest mess, she could be digging herself in too deep to extricate herself. Just to complicate things,
Diva’s cousin, Courtney, has decided she wants to marry Drew McTavish. The sheriff has no idea the lengths magical folk will go
to in order to get what they want. He still firmly believes the supernatural isn’t real and he isn’t at all prepared for what will soon
be coming. Upsetting A Poltergeist Never Ends Well: Framed for another murder that she didn’t commit, Diva Delaney once again
finds herself neck deep in trouble. This time, she knows who is behind the crime, but proving it isn’t going to be easy when the
evidence against her is so overwhelming. She will have to rely on the father of her high school nemesis to get her out of jail.
Luckily, Roger Mayhew owes her one, thanks to Haydn Creighton’s blackmailing skills. As if Diva doesn’t already have enough
problems, Nina Rivers warns her that she’s in danger. The witch might only have moderate power, but one thing she excels at is
hunches. Her intuition is never wrong and she senses Diva is in extreme peril. Someone out there means her harm, but she
doesn’t know who it is, or when they’ll strike. Personally, Diva suspects the danger will most likely come from Gillian Farque.
Haydn’s fiancé already has it in for her. Thanks to the damage Diva did to her sports car, she’s going to make her pay big time.
Diva’s cousins, Eve and Courtney are having problems of their own. Eve’s is a direct result of accompanying Diva on one of her
jobs. Courtney’s is self-inflicted. Her decision to attempt to force the handsome sheriff to fall for her has repercussions she didn’t
plan on. There’s a reason why conjurers are forbidden from casting magic on normals. Doing so often backfires on the caster
horribly. cozy paranormal mystery, cozy mystery, witches wizards warlocks, supernatural occult paranormal, female sleuth, spells
magic, ghosts spirits phantoms poltergeist
Nothing stays buried forever... Reporter Zoe Clarke's life has lost its magic. So when she gets a job offer in the middle of nowhere,
Zoe jumps at the chance to make a name for herself only to find her new home is teeming with magic and paranormal beings--and
those aren't its only secrets. During a heated election for Head Witch, the most powerful position in town, Zoe's predecessor was
buried alive--and accusations are flying faster than broomsticks. Despite her editor's orders to leave the story alone, Zoe can't
resist. From the front-running witch with a secret to the mysterious vampires pulling strings in the shadows, Zoe knows the truth is
just under the surface. So after she discovers she has rare telepathic abilities, Zoe realizes she's the only one who can keep
digging. Will Zoe's powers lead her to the murderer and the scoop of a lifetime? Or will they send her to an early grave?
Broomsticks and Burials is the first book in the Magic and Mystery series of witch cozy mysteries. If you like witty witches, catty
talking cats, and magical murder mysteries, then you'll love this lighthearted debut in Lily Webb's spellbinding series.Buy
Broomsticks and Burials to start solving the mysteries of Moon Grove today!
In 1856 William Dove, a young tenant farmer, was tried and executed for the poisoning of his wife Harriet. The trial might have
been a straightforward case of homicide, but because Dove became involved with Henry Harrison, a Leeds wizard, and
demonstrated through his actions and words a strong belief in magic and the powers of the devil, considerable effort was made to
establish whether these beliefs were symptomatic of insanity. It seems that Dove murdered his wife to hasten a prediction made
by Harrison that he would remarry a more attractive and wealthy woman. Dove employed Harrison to perform various acts of
magic, and also made his own written pact with the devil to improve his personal circumstances. The book will study Dove’s
beliefs and Harrison’s activities within the rural and urban communities in which they lived, and examine how modern cultures
attempted to explain this largely hidden mental world, which was so sensationally exposed. The Victorian period is often portrayed
as an age of great social and educational progress. This book shows how beliefs dismissed by some Victorians as ‘medieval
superstitions’ continued to influence the thoughts and actions of many people, viz most famously Conan `table tapper' Doyle.
First published in the year 1597, the present book 'Daemonologie' is originally a philosophical dissertation on contemporary
necromancy and the historical relationships between the various methods of divination used from ancient Black magic written by
King of England James I.
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